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The main questions

•  What is the fundamental physics driving the evolution of            
early galaxies? 

•   What constraints do early galaxies yield on the nature of 
Dark Matter? 

      



Observational status of Lyman break galaxies
z Number of galaxies
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8 225
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What can we learn from all this data?

Ultraviolet luminosity functions (UV LF) UV spectral slopes
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Figure 6. Mass-to-light relation showing galaxy stellar mass as a function of UV magnitude. Red points show the predicted average M⇤
value in each UV bin together with the 1� error, and gray points show the predicted values for all galaxies brighter than MUV = �15 at
that redshift from the theoretical model. Violet points show the values for real galaxies in the CANDELS and HUDF fields as inferred
by Grazian et al. (in preparation), with yellow points showing the observed medians in each UV bin. The black line shows our best-fit
theoretical power-law relation, while the blue line shows the relation previously inferred from data by González et al. (2011) at z = 4
(and applied unchanged at higher redshifts).

Figure 7. The theoretical mass-to-light ratio as a function of stellar mass (left panel) and UV absolute magnitude (right panel) for
z ' 5 � 12 (from top to bottom); M⇤ and LUV are in units of M� and erg/s/Å, respectively and we show this ratio arbitrarily scaled
up by a factor of 1040.
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Figure 2. Stellar mass density (SMD) as a function of red-
shift. Filled squares (triangles) show our theoretical predictions
for galaxies with MUV < −15 (MUV < −18) at each redshift,
with error bars showing the associated poissonian errors. Empty
points show the magnitude-limited SMD values inferred observa-
tionally for galaxies with MUV < −18 by Labbé et al. (2010a,b,
empty stars) and González et al. (2011, empty triangles); empty
squares show the SMD inferred by Stark et al. (2012) for the
same magnitude limit after correcting the stellar masses for neb-
ular emission-line contributions to the broad-band fluxes (assum-
ing that the nebular line rest-frame equivalent width evolves with
redshift).

3.2 Stellar mass density

The stellar mass, M∗, is one of the most fundamental prop-
erties of a high-z galaxy, encapsulating information about
its entire star-formation history. However, achieving accu-
rate estimates of M∗ from broad-band data is difficult be-
cause it depends on the assumptions made regarding the
IMF, SF history, strength of nebular emission, age, stellar
metallicity and dust; the latter three parameters are degen-
erate, adding to the complexity of the problem. Although
properly constraining M∗ ideally requires rest-frame near
infra-red data which will be provided by future instruments
such as MIRI on the JWST, broad-band HST+Spitzer data
have already been used to infer the contribution of galax-
ies brighter than MUV = −18 to the growth in total stellar
mass density (SMD = stellar mass per unit volume) with
decreasing redshift (Stark et al. 2009; Labbé et al. 2010a,b;
González et al. 2011). Encouragingly, as shown in Fig. 2, the
observed growth in SMD is reproduced very well by inte-
grating the stellar masses of the simulated galaxies brighter
than MUV < −18; the theoretically calculated SMD of these
galaxies drops to zero at z > 9 since there are no galaxies
massive enough to be visible with this magnitude cut in the
volume simulated. Further, as a result of their much larger
numbers, galaxies with −18 ! MUV ! −15 contain about
1.5 times the mass as compared to the larger and more lumi-

Figure 3. Specific star-formation rate (sSFR) as a function of
redshift. Filled squares (triangles) show the theoretical results
for galaxies with MUV < −15 (MUV < −18) at each redshift,
with error bars showing the associated poissonian errors. Empty
points show the sSFR values inferred observationally by Stark
et al. (2009, empty circles), González et al. (2010, empty trian-
gles); empty stars and squares show the sSFR inferred by Stark
et al. (2012), after correcting the stellar masses for nebular emis-
sion lines assuming that the nebular line rest-frame equivalent
width at z ≃ 4 − 7 is the same as that as z ≃ 3.8− 5, and alter-
natively that the nebular line rest-frame equivalent width evolves
with redshift, respectively. The solid and dashed lines show the
evolution of sSFR as inferred from the simulation for galaxies
with M∗ = 106−8M⊙ and M∗ > 108M⊙, respectively.

nous galaxies that have been observed as of date; the JWST
will be instrumental in shedding light on the properties of
such faint galaxies, in which most of the stellar mass is locked
up at these high-z.

3.3 Specific star formation rates

The specific star-formation rate (sSFR) is an important
physical quantity that compares the current level of SF to
the previous SF history of a galaxy. It also has the advantage
of being relatively unaffected by the assumed IMF. There is
now a considerable body of observational evidence indicat-
ing that the typical sSFR of star-forming galaxies rises by a
factor of about 40 between z = 0 and z ≃ 2 (e.g. Daddi et al.
2007), but then settles to a value consistent with 2−3Gyr−1

at z ≃ 3−8 (Stark et al. 2009; González et al. 2010; McLure
et al. 2011; Stark et al. 2012; Labbe et al. 2012).

This constancy of sSFR at high redshift has proved
somewhat unexpected and difficult to understand, given
that theoretical models predict that sSFR should trace the
baryonic infall rate which scales as (1 + z)2.25 (Neistein &
Dekel 2008; Weinmann et al. 2011); according to this cal-
culation, the typical sSFR should increase by a factor of
about 9 over the redshift range z ≃ 2−7. However, recently,
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feff
⇤ = min[fej

⇤ , f⇤]

f⇤

The premise: maximum star formation efficiency limited by energy 
required to unbind rest of the gas and quench star formation - up to a  

maximum threshold
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for a Salpeter IMF between 0.1 � 100M�; we use this IMF
in all calculations that follow. The values of E51 and ⌫ yield
vs = 611 km s�1. Finally, fw is the fraction of the SN ex-
plosion energy that is converted into kinetic form and drives
winds.

For any given halo, the energy Eej required to unbind
and eject all the ISM gas can be expressed as

Eej =
1
2
[Mg,i(z)�M⇤(z)]v

2
e , (2)

where Mg,i(z) is the gas mass in the galaxy at epoch z;
the term Mg,i(z) � M⇤(z) implies that SN explosions have
to eject the part of the initial gas mass not converted into
stars. Further, the escape velocity ve can be expressed in
terms of the halo rotational velocity,vc, as ve =

p
2vc.

We then define the ejection e�ciency, fej
⇤ , as the frac-

tion of gas that must be converted into stars to “blow-away”
the remaining gas from the galaxy (i.e. Eej 6 ESN ). This
can be calculated as

fej
⇤ (z) =

v2c (z)

v2c (z) + fwv2s
. (3)

The e↵ective e�ciency can then be expressed as

feff
⇤ = min[f⇤, f

ej
⇤ ]. (4)

This represents the maximum fraction of gas that can be
converted into stars in a galaxy without expelling all the
remaining gas. Since vc scales with the halo mass (Mh),
e�cient star formers (hosted by large DM halos) can con-
tinuously convert a fraction f⇤ of their gas into stars, while
feedback-limited systems can form stars with a maximum ef-
ficiency dictated by fej

⇤ that decreases with decreasing halo
mass. Matching the bright and faint ends of the evolving UV
LF requires f⇤ = 0.03 and fw = 0.1 as explained in Sec. 3.1
below.

Galaxies of a given Mh value are more compact (i.e.
have deeper potential wells) and rotate faster with increas-
ing redshift as vc / (1 + z)1/2. Using Eqn. 3 this implies
that a given fej

⇤ value is reached for progressively lower Mh

values with increasing redshift, as shown in Fig. 1. Given
that feff

⇤ = min[f⇤, f
ej
⇤ ], this means that feff

⇤ saturates
to f⇤ for lower Mh values with increasing redshift. In other
words, galaxies of a given halo mass are more e�cient at
holding on to their gas with increasing redshift as a result
of their deeper potential wells. This feedback function (be-
haviour of fej

⇤ as a function of halo mass) is shown in Fig.
1 for z = 5 to z = 20. Quantitatively, while galaxies with
masses as low as Mh ' 108.45M� saturate to f⇤ = 0.03 and
become e�cient star formers at z = 20, galaxies have to be
as massive as Mh = 109.25M� at z = 5 to achieve the same
f⇤ value.

2.2 Merger tree physics

We implement the above simple physical ideas into standard
DM halo merger trees tracing the formation of increasingly
larger systems from the mergers of smaller progenitors as
shown in Fig. 2 (White & Frenk 1991; Lacey & Silk 1991;
Cole et al. 1994). We build merger trees for 800 galaxies

Figure 1. The ejection e�ciency (fej
⇤ ) as a function of halo mass

for z ' 5�20; this is the star-formation e�ciency required to eject
all the gas from the galaxy and quench further star formation.
The horizontal line shows f⇤ = 0.03. Since feff

⇤ = min[f⇤, f
ej
⇤ ],

galaxies with fej
⇤ > 0.03 saturate at an e↵ective e�ciency of

feff
⇤ = f⇤ = 0.03 (see Sec. 2.1 for details).

equally spaced in log Mh between 108�13M� using the mod-
ified binary merger tree algorithm with accretion presented
in Parkinson et al. (2008). In brief, the merger tree for each
simulated DM halo starts at z = 4 and runs backward in
time up to z = 20, with each halo fragmenting into its pro-
genitors. At any given time-step, a halo of mass M0 can
either lose a part of its mass (i.e. fragment into halos below
the mass resolution limit Mres) or fragment into two halos
with masses Mres < M < M0/2. The mass below the reso-
lution limit then accounts for “smooth-accretion” from the
IGM, in which the halo is embedded. We run our merger tree
using 70 steps equally spaced in time (by 20 Myrs) and with
a resolution mass Mres = 108M�. Each of the simulated
z = 4 halos is associated with the correct number density
by matching its halo mass to the Sheth-Tormen mass func-
tion (Sheth & Tormen 1999). Then, at any redshift, every
progenitor is given the same number density as its z = 4
successor.

Once the merger tree for each galaxy has been con-
structed, we implement our baryonic physics model within
it. Given that the baryonic properties of parent halos depend
on those of their progenitors at earlier times, we now proceed
forward in time from z = 20 and follow the joint halo/galaxy
evolution. We start from the first DM progenitor (with halo
mass M0) along a branch of the merger tree and assume that
it has an initial gas mass Mg,i(z) = (⌦b/⌦m)M0(z). A frac-
tion of this gas mass gets converted into a (newly formed)
stellar mass M⇤(z), such that

M⇤(z) = feff
⇤ Mg,i(z). (5)
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A semi-analytic model implemented with this simple idea

•  
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fw = 0.1

f⇤ = 0.03

The number counts of early LBGs (the UV LF)

•  
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Figure 3. The evolving LBG UV LF at z ' 5 � 8. In all panels, the black solid line shows the results using our fiducial model, i.e.
including gas accretion from progenitors and the IGM, and SN-powered gas ejection; the grey error bars show poissonian errors arising
from the luminosity dispersion in each bin. The dashed red line shows that the UV LF would have been severely under-estimated (with
increasing brightness) had we not considered the gas that is brought in by mergers. The brown line shows the results obtained by
multiplying the halo mass function with a constant star-formation e�ciency appropriate for the redshift considered (column 4 of Table
1). In all panels, the dashed green line shows the observationally inferred best-fit Schechter function (McLure et al. 2009, 2013) and
points show observational results: (a) z ' 5: Bouwens et al. (2007, filled circles) and McLure et al. (2009, filled triangles); (b) z ' 6:
Bouwens et al. (2007, filled circles) and McLure et al. (2009, filled triangles); (c) z ' 7: Oesch et al. (2010b, filled squares), Bouwens
et al. (2010a, empty blue circles), Bouwens et al. (2011, filled circles), Castellano et al. (2010, empty triangles), McLure et al. (2010,
filled triangles), McLure et al. (2013, empty orange circles) and Bowler et al. (2014, filled red circles); (d) z ' 8: Bouwens et al. (2010a,
empty blue circles), Bouwens et al. (2011, filled circles), McLure et al. (2010, filled triangles), Bradley et al. (2012, empty squares) and
McLure et al. (2013, empty red circles). The numbers in the shaded areas under the UV LF show the central value of the DM halo mass
bin hosting the galaxy.

(Bowler et al. 2014). Our model slightly over-predicts the
number of bright galaxies at z ' 5 and z ' 6, as can be
seen from the same figure. Whether this discrepancy is due
to physical e↵ects that have been ignored (e.g. dust atten-
uating the luminosity from these massive galaxies (Dayal
et al. 2009), halo mass quenching (Peng et al. 2010) and/or
AGN feedback), or is in fact due to remaining issues with the
data analysis (e.g. the application of inadequate aperture
corrections when undertaking photometry of the brightest
high-redshift galaxies) remains a matter for further study.
Finally, as shown in Dayal et al. (2013), we clarify that
the evolution of the UV LF is a combination of luminosity
and density evolution that depends on the luminosity range
probed: the evolution at the bright end is genuine luminos-
ity evolution, driven by the brightest galaxies continuing to
brighten further with time; the evolution at the faint end is

a mix of positive and negative luminosity and density evo-
lution as these tiny systems brighten and fade in luminosity,
and continually form and merge into larger systems.

3.1.1 Faint end galaxies: starving or ine�cient?

A natural question that arises at this point is whether the
faint-end of the UV LF lies below that which would be
inferred from the HMF because the fainter galaxies are
fuel-supply limited (“starving”) as a result of their pro-
genitors having ejected most/all of their gas content, or
because they themselves are star-forming e�ciency-limited
(i.e. feff

⇤ < f⇤) due to their low masses. This question can
easily be answered using Fig. 1: as shown there, galaxies with
Mh > 109 , (109.25)M� at z = 8 (5) can form stars at the
maximum allowed e�ciency of feff

⇤ = f⇤ = 3%. Given that,

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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number of bright galaxies at z ' 5 and z ' 6, as can be
seen from the same figure. Whether this discrepancy is due
to physical e↵ects that have been ignored (e.g. dust atten-
uating the luminosity from these massive galaxies (Dayal
et al. 2009), halo mass quenching (Peng et al. 2010) and/or
AGN feedback), or is in fact due to remaining issues with the
data analysis (e.g. the application of inadequate aperture
corrections when undertaking photometry of the brightest
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Finally, as shown in Dayal et al. (2013), we clarify that
the evolution of the UV LF is a combination of luminosity
and density evolution that depends on the luminosity range
probed: the evolution at the bright end is genuine luminos-
ity evolution, driven by the brightest galaxies continuing to
brighten further with time; the evolution at the faint end is
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and continually form and merge into larger systems.

3.1.1 Faint end galaxies: starving or ine�cient?

A natural question that arises at this point is whether the
faint-end of the UV LF lies below that which would be
inferred from the HMF because the fainter galaxies are
fuel-supply limited (“starving”) as a result of their pro-
genitors having ejected most/all of their gas content, or
because they themselves are star-forming e�ciency-limited
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⇤ < f⇤) due to their low masses. This question can
easily be answered using Fig. 1: as shown there, galaxies with
Mh > 109 , (109.25)M� at z = 8 (5) can form stars at the
maximum allowed e�ciency of feff
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Fig. 2.— The evolving LBG UV LF at z ' 7� 12 in di↵erent DM models, computed with our fiducial semi-analytical galaxy formation
model. In all panels, lines show the results using the fiducial model that invokes a total of two redshift and mass-independent free
parameters: the star formation e�ciency (f⇤ ⇡ 0.04) and the fraction of SN energy driving winds (f

w

= 0.1). In all panels lines show
theoretical results for CDM (black solid line) and WDM with particle masses of 5 keV (blue short-dashed), 3 keV (red long-dashed) and
1.5 keV (violet dot-dashed); dashed vertical lines show the 10� 104 s integration limits of the JWST. In all panels, points show observational
results (see Fig. 1 for references).

(HMF) at that redshift assuming a fixed halo mass-to-
light ratio. Indeed, Schultz et al. (2014) propose that
the cumulative number density of high-redshift galaxies
could be used to constrain mx. We caution however that
constraints on WDM obtained through such abundance
matching directly rely on the assumed halo mass $ UV
luminosity relation, which Schultz et al. (2014) take to
be independent of the DM model and assume a power-
law extrapolation towards small masses. As we shall see
below, this need not be the case.
Before presenting results from our complete model

which includes feedback, in Fig. 1 we show UV LFs
obtained simply by multiplying the HMFs by a con-
stant mass-to-light ratio. Matching to the observations
requires a halo star formation e�ciency with values
f⇤ = (0.9, 1.3)% for z = (7, 8 � 10); we use f⇤ = 0.013
for all z ' 11 and 12 given the lack of data at these
z. A constant halo mass $ UV luminosity mapping al-
lows us to estimate which halos host observable galaxies:
e.g. galaxies with MUV ' �15 (�20) reside in halos with
Mh ' 108.6�8.8 (1010.8�11.2)M� at z = 7� 12.
From Fig. 1 we can also estimate the viability of dis-

tinguishing between di↵erent DM models. We see that
the WDM LFs with mx = 3 (5) keV are essentially indis-
tinguishable from CDM down to an absolute magnitude
of MUV ' �15 (�14); this is about 0.5 (1.5) magnitudes
fainter than the range of the next generation of instru-
ments such as the JWST. However, the UV LF for WDM
with mx = 1.5 keV starts to “peel-away” from the CDM
UV LF at a value of Mh ' 1010M� at all z = 7 to 12,
and exhibits faint-end slope values shallower than the

TABLE 1

For the redshift shown in column 1, we show the observed

faint-end slope of the UV LF (McLure et al. 2009, 2013) in

column 2. Columns 3 and 4 show the faint-end slope of the

fiducial UV LFs with the 1� � errors for CDM and 1.5 keV
WDM, respectively. The faint-end slopes for the

theoretical UV LF have been computed over the absolute

magnitude range �18  M
UV

 �14.

z ↵
obs

↵CDM ↵1.5 keV

7 �1.90+0.14
�0.15 �1.96± 0.18 �1.85± 0.11

8 �2.02+0.22
�0.23 �2.06± 0.22 �1.93± 0.13

9 � �2.21± 0.32 �2.01± 0.16
10 � �2.31± 0.45 �2.10± 0.18
11 � �2.39± 0.32 �2.22± 0.28
12 � �2.62± 0.53 �2.34± 0.44

value of ↵ ' �2 inferred observationally (e.g. McLure
et al. 2013). In spite of this peel-away, the faint-end
slope values for all the four DM models explored here are
equally compatible with current observations, including
the deepest z ' 7, 8 data obtained from the Hubble Ul-
tra Deep Field 2012 (HUDF12; Ellis et al. 2013; McLure
et al. 2013). With its higher sensitivity 3, the JWST

could potentially constrain the UV LF and hence ↵ to
fainter magnitudes, allowing constraints on mx.
However, the UV LFs are more complex, shaped by

the star-formation histories of each galaxy. While galax-

3 We use the detection limits for
a 10� 104 s observation provided at
http://www.stsci.edu/jwst/instruments/nircam/sensitivity/table.
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How far down do the LFs extend?



logM⇤ / �0.38MUV

Light scales linearly with mass - but slope debated

•  
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Figure 6. Mass-to-light relation showing galaxy stellar mass as a function of UV magnitude. Red points show the predicted average M⇤
value in each UV bin together with the 1� error, and gray points show the predicted values for all galaxies brighter than MUV = �15 at
that redshift from the theoretical model. Violet points show the values for real galaxies in the CANDELS and HUDF fields as inferred
by Grazian et al. (in preparation), with yellow points showing the observed medians in each UV bin. The black line shows our best-fit
theoretical power-law relation, while the blue line shows the relation previously inferred from data by González et al. (2011) at z = 4
(and applied unchanged at higher redshifts).

Figure 7. The theoretical mass-to-light ratio as a function of stellar mass (left panel) and UV absolute magnitude (right panel) for
z ' 5 � 12 (from top to bottom); M⇤ and LUV are in units of M� and erg/s/Å, respectively and we show this ratio arbitrarily scaled
up by a factor of 1040.
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Stellar mass census: detected, detectable and hidden
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the SMF continues to rise to masses as low as M⇤ = 107M�
at z = 8. This lower limit increases to M⇤ ' 107.8M� at
z = 5 as galaxies typically become more massive.

We now compare the SMF from our model to that built
by González et al. (2011) integrating down to MUV = �18.
Starting with the low-mass end, we find the theoretical SMF
is shifted towards higher M⇤ values (by about an order-of-
magnitude) at all z = 5 � 8, since González et al. (2011)
have under-estimated the median M/L ratio at this end
(see sec. 4.1). At the massive-end, our SMF samples much
higher M⇤ values since we integrate up to magnitudes as
high as MUV = (�23.75,�22.5) at z = (5, 8), compared to
the value of MUV = �21 used by González et al. (2011).
However, the shape and amplitude of the theoretical and
observationally-inferred SMFs are quite similar in the mass
range 108.4�10M� due to the underlying function being com-
patible with a Schechter function in both cases; we remind
the reader that while such functional shape arises naturally
in our model, González et al. (2011) have obtained the SMF
by explicitly convolving a Schechter function with theirM/L
ratio.

We now present theoretical SMFs obtained by convolv-
ing the M/L ratio with two di↵erent functional forms of the
UV LF: the Schechter function (parameters from McLure
et al. 2009, 2013) and the DPL (parameters from Bowler
et al. 2014); we use the same DPL parameters at z = 8
as at z = 7. For each function, we sample the M⇤ value
in each MUV bin shown in Fig. 6 assuming a Gaussian er-
ror distribution to build the boot-strapped SMFs shown in
Fig. 8. Starting at the massive-end, we find that the fidu-
cial SMF is in better agreement with that obtained from the
DPL at z = 7, while the SMF from the Schechter function
under-estimates the SMF. This is as expected given that the
fiducial UV LF is compatible with the slow drop-o↵ shown
by a double power-law for z = 7 at the bright-end (Sec.
3.1). Mirroring the fiducial UV LF that is over-estimated
with respect to observations at z = 5, 6, the fiducial SMF
is also over-estimated at the massive-end compared to both
the Schechter function and the DPL. The UV LF is com-
patible with both the Schechter function and the DPL at
the faint end, leading to the less-massive end of the fiducial
SMF being in excellent agreement with the SMFs from both
these functions; as expected, the SMF inferred by González
et al. (2011) is flatter than that obtained by either function
given the di↵erent M/L provided by this work.

Interestingly, while the SMF obtained by arbitrarily
scaling the UV LF matches the fiducial SMF at the faint
end, it over-predicts the mass (by about 0.15 dex) for a given
number density for M⇤ > 109.5M�. As shown in Fig. 7, this
is because the M/L ratios of galaxies decrease with increas-
ing M⇤ (or MUV ), i.e. the SMF would be over-estimated at
the bright-end assuming a constant M/L ratio across the
whole UV LF.

As for the SMF obtained by scaling the HMF to match
the bright-end, we find it over-estimates the faint-end. This
is as expected, given that the galaxies at the faint-end are
feedback-limited due to their progenitors having ejected all
their gas; this reduces their M⇤ (and MUV ) value below that
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Figure 9. The stellar mass density (SMD) as a function of red-
shift. The di↵erent coloured contours show the contribution to the
SMD from galaxies brighter than the magnitude value marked in
the contour. The solid purple lines show fractions of the SMD to
allow estimates of the magnitude limits which reveal the galaxies
providing 10%, 25%, 50% and 75% of the total SMD at any red-
shift. The dashed red line shows the SMD from galaxies that have
already been detected to allow comparison with the data points:
González et al. (2011, filled triangles), Stark et al. (2013, filled
circles) and Labbé et al. (2010a,b, filled squares). Our model pre-
dicts that most of the stellar mass in the Universe at 5 6 z 6 12
is locked up in systems too faint to be detected by the HST, but
deep surveys with the JWST should reveal over a half (a fourth)
of the total stellar mass in the Universe at redshifts as high at
z ' 5 (9.5).

To summarize, we find that assuming a constant M/L
ratio across the whole UV LF would lead to an over-
estimation of the massive end of the SMF, while a scaled
HMF overpredicts the faint end. A good match to the fidu-
cial SMF can then be obtained from an M⇤ that traces the
UV luminosity at the low-mass end and the halo mass at the
high-mass end.

4.3 Cosmic stellar mass census

Our model also yields the stellar mass density (SMD; stel-
lar mass per unit comoving volume) as a function of red-
shift, which can be directly compared to observations. Since
both the halo mass function and the host halos of equally-
luminous galaxies shift to progressively lower masses with in-
creasing redshift, a comparison of the total theoretical SMD
with observations is clearly a non-trivial test of our model.
Encouragingly, the results of the model are in extremely
good agreement with observationally inferred SMD values
as shown in Fig. 9. Conducting a census of the total stellar
mass we find that, as a result of their enormous numbers,
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Fig. 1.— The evolving LBG UV LFs at z ' 7 � 12 for the four di↵erent DM models considered, obtained by scaling the appropriate
HMF with a halo mass independent star formation e�ciency of f⇤ = 0.9% at z ' 7 and f⇤ = 1.3% for z >⇠ 8. In all panels, lines show
theoretical results for CDM (black solid line) and WDM with particle masses of 5 keV (blue short-dashed), 3 keV (red long-dashed) and
1.5 keV (violet dot-dashed); dashed vertical lines show the 10� 104 s integration limits of the JWST. In all panels points show observational
results: (a) z ' 7: Oesch et al. (2010, filled cyan squares), Bouwens et al. (2010, empty blue circles), Bouwens et al. (2011, filled yellow
circles), Castellano et al. (2010, empty purple triangles), McLure et al. (2010, filled red triangles), McLure et al. (2013, empty orange
circles) and Bowler et al. (2014, filled purple circles); (b) z ' 8: Bouwens et al. (2010, empty blue circles), Bouwens et al. (2011, filled
yellow circles), McLure et al. (2010, filled green triangles), Bradley et al. (2012, empty purple squares) and McLure et al. (2013, empty
orange circles), (c) z ' 9: McLure et al. (2013, empty blue circles) and Oesch et al. (2013, empty green squares) and, (d) z ' 10: Bouwens
et al. (2014, empty green circles); the downward pointing triangle represents the upper-limit of the z ' 10 data at M

UV

' �19.25.

On the other hand, a galaxy that has progenitors in-
herits a certain amount of stars and gas from them fol-
lowing merging events. In addition, this galaxy also ob-
tains a part of its DM (and gas) mass through smooth-
accretion from the IGM: while in principle a cosmolog-
ical ratio of DM and baryons can be accreted onto the
halo, UVB photo-heating feedback suppresses the avail-
able gas reservoir for accretion inside the ionized IGM as
explained in Sec. 2.2. Thus, the total initial gas mass in
the galaxy at z is the sum of the newly accreted gas mass,
as well as that brought in by its merging progenitors.
This updated gas mass is then used to calculate the

new stellar mass formed in the galaxy as described by
Eqn. 11. The total stellar mass in this galaxy is now the
sum of mass of the newly-formed stars, and that brought
in by its progenitors.
Our fiducial parameters are selected to match the ob-

served UV LF. Specifically, we take f⇤ = 0.038 and
fw = 0.1 which result in a good fit to available data
at z ' 7� 10 for all the four DM models considered (see
Fig. 2). Roughly speaking, fw a↵ects the faint-end slope
of the UV LF where feedback is most e↵ective, while
f⇤ determines the amplitude and normalization at the

bright-end where galaxies can form stars with the maxi-
mum e�ciency. Although this model need not be unique
in describing the observed LF, we stress again that our
main conclusions are driven by the relative di↵erences
between the cosmologies, which are more robust to as-
trophysical uncertainties.

3. EARLY GALAXY EVOLUTION IN DIFFERENT DARK
MATTER MODELS

We now show how high-z galaxy assembly varies with
the DM particle mass considered, and its impact on ob-
servables including the UV LF, the M/L relation and the
SMD.

3.1. Ultraviolet luminosity functions

The evolving UV LF is the most robust piece of in-
formation available for z >⇠ 7 galaxies, with the obser-
vational estimates for a number of di↵erent groups (e.g.
Oesch et al. 2010; Bouwens et al. 2010, 2011; Castellano
et al. 2010; McLure et al. 2010, 2013; Bowler et al. 2014;
Bradley et al. 2012; Oesch et al. 2013; Bouwens et al.
2014) being in good agreement. The simplest approach
to obtaining a UV LF is to scale the halo mass function
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Fig. 2.— The evolving LBG UV LF at z ' 7� 12 in di↵erent DM models, computed with our fiducial semi-analytical galaxy formation
model. In all panels, lines show the results using the fiducial model that invokes a total of two redshift and mass-independent free
parameters: the star formation e�ciency (f⇤ ⇡ 0.04) and the fraction of SN energy driving winds (f

w

= 0.1). In all panels lines show
theoretical results for CDM (black solid line) and WDM with particle masses of 5 keV (blue short-dashed), 3 keV (red long-dashed) and
1.5 keV (violet dot-dashed); dashed vertical lines show the 10� 104 s integration limits of the JWST. In all panels, points show observational
results (see Fig. 1 for references).

(HMF) at that redshift assuming a fixed halo mass-to-
light ratio. Indeed, Schultz et al. (2014) propose that
the cumulative number density of high-redshift galaxies
could be used to constrain mx. We caution however that
constraints on WDM obtained through such abundance
matching directly rely on the assumed halo mass $ UV
luminosity relation, which Schultz et al. (2014) take to
be independent of the DM model and assume a power-
law extrapolation towards small masses. As we shall see
below, this need not be the case.
Before presenting results from our complete model

which includes feedback, in Fig. 1 we show UV LFs
obtained simply by multiplying the HMFs by a con-
stant mass-to-light ratio. Matching to the observations
requires a halo star formation e�ciency with values
f⇤ = (0.9, 1.3)% for z = (7, 8 � 10); we use f⇤ = 0.013
for all z ' 11 and 12 given the lack of data at these
z. A constant halo mass $ UV luminosity mapping al-
lows us to estimate which halos host observable galaxies:
e.g. galaxies with MUV ' �15 (�20) reside in halos with
Mh ' 108.6�8.8 (1010.8�11.2)M� at z = 7� 12.
From Fig. 1 we can also estimate the viability of dis-

tinguishing between di↵erent DM models. We see that
the WDM LFs with mx = 3 (5) keV are essentially indis-
tinguishable from CDM down to an absolute magnitude
of MUV ' �15 (�14); this is about 0.5 (1.5) magnitudes
fainter than the range of the next generation of instru-
ments such as the JWST. However, the UV LF for WDM
with mx = 1.5 keV starts to “peel-away” from the CDM
UV LF at a value of Mh ' 1010M� at all z = 7 to 12,
and exhibits faint-end slope values shallower than the

TABLE 1

For the redshift shown in column 1, we show the observed

faint-end slope of the UV LF (McLure et al. 2009, 2013) in

column 2. Columns 3 and 4 show the faint-end slope of the

fiducial UV LFs with the 1� � errors for CDM and 1.5 keV
WDM, respectively. The faint-end slopes for the

theoretical UV LF have been computed over the absolute

magnitude range �18  M
UV

 �14.

z ↵
obs

↵CDM ↵1.5 keV

7 �1.90+0.14
�0.15 �1.96± 0.18 �1.85± 0.11

8 �2.02+0.22
�0.23 �2.06± 0.22 �1.93± 0.13

9 � �2.21± 0.32 �2.01± 0.16
10 � �2.31± 0.45 �2.10± 0.18
11 � �2.39± 0.32 �2.22± 0.28
12 � �2.62± 0.53 �2.34± 0.44

value of ↵ ' �2 inferred observationally (e.g. McLure
et al. 2013). In spite of this peel-away, the faint-end
slope values for all the four DM models explored here are
equally compatible with current observations, including
the deepest z ' 7, 8 data obtained from the Hubble Ul-
tra Deep Field 2012 (HUDF12; Ellis et al. 2013; McLure
et al. 2013). With its higher sensitivity 3, the JWST

could potentially constrain the UV LF and hence ↵ to
fainter magnitudes, allowing constraints on mx.
However, the UV LFs are more complex, shaped by

the star-formation histories of each galaxy. While galax-

3 We use the detection limits for
a 10� 104 s observation provided at
http://www.stsci.edu/jwst/instruments/nircam/sensitivity/table.

Scaling Halo mass function Fiducial model

Including baryons (and SF) decreases the difference between CDM 
and 1.5 keV WDM models 
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Fig. 2.— The evolving LBG UV LF at z ' 7� 12 in di↵erent DM models, computed with our fiducial semi-analytical galaxy formation
model. In all panels, lines show the results using the fiducial model that invokes a total of two redshift and mass-independent free
parameters: the star formation e�ciency (f⇤ ⇡ 0.04) and the fraction of SN energy driving winds (f

w

= 0.1). In all panels lines show
theoretical results for CDM (black solid line) and WDM with particle masses of 5 keV (blue short-dashed), 3 keV (red long-dashed) and
1.5 keV (violet dot-dashed); dashed vertical lines show the 10� 104 s integration limits of the JWST. In all panels, points show observational
results (see Fig. 1 for references).

(HMF) at that redshift assuming a fixed halo mass-to-
light ratio. Indeed, Schultz et al. (2014) propose that
the cumulative number density of high-redshift galaxies
could be used to constrain mx. We caution however that
constraints on WDM obtained through such abundance
matching directly rely on the assumed halo mass $ UV
luminosity relation, which Schultz et al. (2014) take to
be independent of the DM model and assume a power-
law extrapolation towards small masses. As we shall see
below, this need not be the case.
Before presenting results from our complete model

which includes feedback, in Fig. 1 we show UV LFs
obtained simply by multiplying the HMFs by a con-
stant mass-to-light ratio. Matching to the observations
requires a halo star formation e�ciency with values
f⇤ = (0.9, 1.3)% for z = (7, 8 � 10); we use f⇤ = 0.013
for all z ' 11 and 12 given the lack of data at these
z. A constant halo mass $ UV luminosity mapping al-
lows us to estimate which halos host observable galaxies:
e.g. galaxies with MUV ' �15 (�20) reside in halos with
Mh ' 108.6�8.8 (1010.8�11.2)M� at z = 7� 12.
From Fig. 1 we can also estimate the viability of dis-

tinguishing between di↵erent DM models. We see that
the WDM LFs with mx = 3 (5) keV are essentially indis-
tinguishable from CDM down to an absolute magnitude
of MUV ' �15 (�14); this is about 0.5 (1.5) magnitudes
fainter than the range of the next generation of instru-
ments such as the JWST. However, the UV LF for WDM
with mx = 1.5 keV starts to “peel-away” from the CDM
UV LF at a value of Mh ' 1010M� at all z = 7 to 12,
and exhibits faint-end slope values shallower than the
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value of ↵ ' �2 inferred observationally (e.g. McLure
et al. 2013). In spite of this peel-away, the faint-end
slope values for all the four DM models explored here are
equally compatible with current observations, including
the deepest z ' 7, 8 data obtained from the Hubble Ul-
tra Deep Field 2012 (HUDF12; Ellis et al. 2013; McLure
et al. 2013). With its higher sensitivity 3, the JWST

could potentially constrain the UV LF and hence ↵ to
fainter magnitudes, allowing constraints on mx.
However, the UV LFs are more complex, shaped by

the star-formation histories of each galaxy. While galax-

3 We use the detection limits for
a 10� 104 s observation provided at
http://www.stsci.edu/jwst/instruments/nircam/sensitivity/table.
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Fig. 2.— The evolving LBG UV LF at z ' 7� 12 in di↵erent DM models, computed with our fiducial semi-analytical galaxy formation
model. In all panels, lines show the results using the fiducial model that invokes a total of two redshift and mass-independent free
parameters: the star formation e�ciency (f⇤ ⇡ 0.04) and the fraction of SN energy driving winds (f

w

= 0.1). In all panels lines show
theoretical results for CDM (black solid line) and WDM with particle masses of 5 keV (blue short-dashed), 3 keV (red long-dashed) and
1.5 keV (violet dot-dashed); dashed vertical lines show the 10� 104 s integration limits of the JWST. In all panels, points show observational
results (see Fig. 1 for references).
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matching directly rely on the assumed halo mass $ UV
luminosity relation, which Schultz et al. (2014) take to
be independent of the DM model and assume a power-
law extrapolation towards small masses. As we shall see
below, this need not be the case.
Before presenting results from our complete model

which includes feedback, in Fig. 1 we show UV LFs
obtained simply by multiplying the HMFs by a con-
stant mass-to-light ratio. Matching to the observations
requires a halo star formation e�ciency with values
f⇤ = (0.9, 1.3)% for z = (7, 8 � 10); we use f⇤ = 0.013
for all z ' 11 and 12 given the lack of data at these
z. A constant halo mass $ UV luminosity mapping al-
lows us to estimate which halos host observable galaxies:
e.g. galaxies with MUV ' �15 (�20) reside in halos with
Mh ' 108.6�8.8 (1010.8�11.2)M� at z = 7� 12.
From Fig. 1 we can also estimate the viability of dis-

tinguishing between di↵erent DM models. We see that
the WDM LFs with mx = 3 (5) keV are essentially indis-
tinguishable from CDM down to an absolute magnitude
of MUV ' �15 (�14); this is about 0.5 (1.5) magnitudes
fainter than the range of the next generation of instru-
ments such as the JWST. However, the UV LF for WDM
with mx = 1.5 keV starts to “peel-away” from the CDM
UV LF at a value of Mh ' 1010M� at all z = 7 to 12,
and exhibits faint-end slope values shallower than the
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Fig. 2.— The evolving LBG UV LF at z ' 7� 12 in di↵erent DM models, computed with our fiducial semi-analytical galaxy formation
model. In all panels, lines show the results using the fiducial model that invokes a total of two redshift and mass-independent free
parameters: the star formation e�ciency (f⇤ ⇡ 0.04) and the fraction of SN energy driving winds (f
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= 0.1). In all panels lines show
theoretical results for CDM (black solid line) and WDM with particle masses of 5 keV (blue short-dashed), 3 keV (red long-dashed) and
1.5 keV (violet dot-dashed); dashed vertical lines show the 10� 104 s integration limits of the JWST. In all panels, points show observational
results (see Fig. 1 for references).
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constraints on WDM obtained through such abundance
matching directly rely on the assumed halo mass $ UV
luminosity relation, which Schultz et al. (2014) take to
be independent of the DM model and assume a power-
law extrapolation towards small masses. As we shall see
below, this need not be the case.
Before presenting results from our complete model

which includes feedback, in Fig. 1 we show UV LFs
obtained simply by multiplying the HMFs by a con-
stant mass-to-light ratio. Matching to the observations
requires a halo star formation e�ciency with values
f⇤ = (0.9, 1.3)% for z = (7, 8 � 10); we use f⇤ = 0.013
for all z ' 11 and 12 given the lack of data at these
z. A constant halo mass $ UV luminosity mapping al-
lows us to estimate which halos host observable galaxies:
e.g. galaxies with MUV ' �15 (�20) reside in halos with
Mh ' 108.6�8.8 (1010.8�11.2)M� at z = 7� 12.
From Fig. 1 we can also estimate the viability of dis-

tinguishing between di↵erent DM models. We see that
the WDM LFs with mx = 3 (5) keV are essentially indis-
tinguishable from CDM down to an absolute magnitude
of MUV ' �15 (�14); this is about 0.5 (1.5) magnitudes
fainter than the range of the next generation of instru-
ments such as the JWST. However, the UV LF for WDM
with mx = 1.5 keV starts to “peel-away” from the CDM
UV LF at a value of Mh ' 1010M� at all z = 7 to 12,
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Figure 3. Average stellar mass assembly of galaxies as a function of z. For the final z = 4 M⇤ value quoted in each panel, we show
the stellar mass build up for the four di↵erent DM models considered: CDM (solid black line), 5 keV WDM (blue short-dashed line),
3 keV WDM (red long-dashed line) and 1.5 keV WDM (violet dot-dashed line). Gray, blue, red and purple shaded regions show the 1��
dispersion for the CDM and WDM models of mass 5, 3 and 1.5 keV, respectively. As seen, high-z star formation is more rapid in WDM
models. For example, z = 4 galaxies with M⇤ = 108.5M� assemble 90% of their stellar masses within the previous 1.03 (0.64) Gyr in
CDM (1.5 keV WDM). This younger stellar population means that for a given stellar mass, WDM galaxies are more UV luminous.

distinction of WDM with respect to CDM is most notable in
the dearth of small halos, near the atomic cooling threshold
(e.g. Fig. 1). The lack of these progenitor building blocks
results in a sudden appearance of galaxies in WDM models,
with little scatter in the assembly history.

As shown in Sec. 3.1, the higher particle mass WDM
models are di�cult to distinguish from CDM with the as-
sembly histories for mx > 3 keV WDMmodels only di↵ering
from CDM in the high-z tails. Indeed, stellar mass assembly
histories in CDM and the 5 keV WDM model di↵er by less
than 50 Myr, throughout the range shown in Fig. 3.

3.3 Mass to light relation

In the previous section we saw that galaxies in WDM models
assemble their stars more rapidly compared to CDM. This
rapid assembly translates to a younger, more UV luminous

stellar population. A useful observational probe of this trend
is the mass to light relation, which links the total stellar mass
(M⇤) and the UV magnitude (MUV ).

In Fig. 4 we show the M⇤ �MUV relation for our DM
models. The M⇤�MUV relation for CDM (and mx > 3 keV
WDM) galaxies brighter than MUV = �15 is well fit by a
power law:

logM⇤ = �MUV + �, (14)

where � = �0.38 and � = 2.4�0.1z. This relation is in good
agreement both with estimates using abundance matching
(e.g. Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguere 2012; Schultz et al. 2014)
and direct observational estimates for LBGs (Grazian et al.,
A&A submitted); we show the last group’s results in the
z = 7 panel who also find a slope of � = �0.4.

As seen from Eqn. 14, the normalisation (�) of the
M⇤ � MUV relation decreases with increasing z (although
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Mass-to-light ratios depend on cosmology!

PD, Mesinger & 
 Pacucci, 2015

Light WDM models show lower M/L ratios (i.e. more luminosity per 
unit stellar mass) compared to CDM  
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Fig. 4.— Mass-to-light relation showing galaxy stellar mass as a function of UV magnitude for z ' 7� 12 as marked. In each panel we
show average M⇤ values for given M

UV

bins from our fiducial model for the four DM models considered in this work: CDM (solid black
line), 5 keV WDM (blue short-dashed line), 3 keV WDM (red long-dashed line) and 1.5 keV WDM (violet dot-dashed line). At z ' 7, violet
points show the values for real galaxies in the CANDELS and HUDF fields, with yellow points showing the observed medians in each UV
bin as inferred by Grazian et al. (A&A submitted). In each panel, dashed vertical lines show the 10� 104 s integration limits of the JWST.

3.2. Assembling early galaxies

We now explore the build-up of the LFs shown in the
previous section. Due to the suppression of small-scale
structure in WDM models, star-formation is delayed and
more rapid (e.g Calura et al. 2014; Sitwell et al. 2014).
We quantify this for our galaxy evolution models in Fig.
3, in which we show the stellar mass assembly histories
for four di↵erent mass bins ranging from M⇤ = 108.5 �
1010M�.
As expected in hierarchical structure formation, the

larger the final stellar mass, the earlier it started forming
(i.e. with flatter assembly histories). For example, z =
4 galaxies with M⇤ = 1010M� build up 90% of their
stellar mass within the last 1.26 Gyr in CDM. Smaller
galaxies with M⇤ = 108.5M� in CDM take only 1.03 Gyr
to build-up 90% of the stellar mass. This distinction
is even more dramatic in WDM models. For example,
z = 4 galaxies with M⇤ = 108.5 (1010)M� assemble 90%
of their stellar masses within the previous 0.64 (1.12)
Gyr, for mx =1.5 keV. The distinction of WDM with
respect to CDM is most notable in the dearth of small
halos, near the atomic cooling threshold (e.g. Fig. 1).
The lack of these progenitor building blocks results in
a sudden appearance of galaxies in WDM models, with
little scatter in the assembly history.
As shown in Sec. 3.1, the higher particle mass WDM

models are di�cult to distinguish from CDM with the
assembly histories for mx � 3 keV WDM models only
di↵ering from CDM in the high-z tails. Indeed, stellar
mass assembly histories in CDM and the 5 keV WDM
model di↵er by less than 50 Myr, throughout the range
shown in Fig. 3.

3.3. Mass to light relation

In the previous section we saw that galaxies in WDM
models assemble their stars more rapidly compared to
CDM. This rapid assembly translates to a younger, more
UV luminous stellar population. A useful observational
probe of this trend is the mass to light relation, which
links the total stellar mass (M⇤) and the UV magnitude
(MUV ).
In Fig. 4 we show the M⇤ � MUV relation for our

DM models. The M⇤ � MUV relation for CDM (and
mx � 3 keV WDM) galaxies brighter than MUV = �15
is well fit by a power law:

logM⇤ = �MUV + �, (14)

where � = �0.38 and � = 2.4 � 0.1z. This relation
is in good agreement both with estimates using abun-
dance matching (e.g. Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguere 2012;
Schultz et al. 2014) and direct observational estimates
for LBGs (Grazian et al., A&A submitted); we show the
last group’s results in the z = 7 panel who also find a
slope of � = �0.4.
As seen from Eqn. 14, the normalisation (�) of the

M⇤�MUV relation decreases with increasing z (although
the slope remains unchanged), i.e. a given UV luminosity
is produced by lower M⇤ galaxies with increasing z. This
is due to the fact these galaxies are hosted by increasingly
(with z) rare, biased halos, farther on the exponential tail
of the HMF, whose fractional growth is more rapid.
While there is little di↵erence between the M⇤ �MUV

relation for CDM and mx � 3 keV WDM, this relation
starts diverging from the CDM one at MUV ' �19 at
all z = 7� 12 in the 1.5 keV WDM model. The relation
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Fig. 1.— The evolving LBG UV LFs at z ' 7 � 12 for the four di↵erent DM models considered, obtained by scaling the appropriate
HMF with a halo mass independent star formation e�ciency of f⇤ = 0.9% at z ' 7 and f⇤ = 1.3% for z >⇠ 8. In all panels, lines show
theoretical results for CDM (black solid line) and WDM with particle masses of 5 keV (blue short-dashed), 3 keV (red long-dashed) and
1.5 keV (violet dot-dashed); dashed vertical lines show the 10� 104 s integration limits of the JWST. In all panels points show observational
results: (a) z ' 7: Oesch et al. (2010, filled cyan squares), Bouwens et al. (2010, empty blue circles), Bouwens et al. (2011, filled yellow
circles), Castellano et al. (2010, empty purple triangles), McLure et al. (2010, filled red triangles), McLure et al. (2013, empty orange
circles) and Bowler et al. (2014, filled purple circles); (b) z ' 8: Bouwens et al. (2010, empty blue circles), Bouwens et al. (2011, filled
yellow circles), McLure et al. (2010, filled green triangles), Bradley et al. (2012, empty purple squares) and McLure et al. (2013, empty
orange circles), (c) z ' 9: McLure et al. (2013, empty blue circles) and Oesch et al. (2013, empty green squares) and, (d) z ' 10: Bouwens
et al. (2014, empty green circles); the downward pointing triangle represents the upper-limit of the z ' 10 data at M

UV

' �19.25.

On the other hand, a galaxy that has progenitors in-
herits a certain amount of stars and gas from them fol-
lowing merging events. In addition, this galaxy also ob-
tains a part of its DM (and gas) mass through smooth-
accretion from the IGM: while in principle a cosmolog-
ical ratio of DM and baryons can be accreted onto the
halo, UVB photo-heating feedback suppresses the avail-
able gas reservoir for accretion inside the ionized IGM as
explained in Sec. 2.2. Thus, the total initial gas mass in
the galaxy at z is the sum of the newly accreted gas mass,
as well as that brought in by its merging progenitors.
This updated gas mass is then used to calculate the

new stellar mass formed in the galaxy as described by
Eqn. 11. The total stellar mass in this galaxy is now the
sum of mass of the newly-formed stars, and that brought
in by its progenitors.
Our fiducial parameters are selected to match the ob-

served UV LF. Specifically, we take f⇤ = 0.038 and
fw = 0.1 which result in a good fit to available data
at z ' 7� 10 for all the four DM models considered (see
Fig. 2). Roughly speaking, fw a↵ects the faint-end slope
of the UV LF where feedback is most e↵ective, while
f⇤ determines the amplitude and normalization at the

bright-end where galaxies can form stars with the maxi-
mum e�ciency. Although this model need not be unique
in describing the observed LF, we stress again that our
main conclusions are driven by the relative di↵erences
between the cosmologies, which are more robust to as-
trophysical uncertainties.

3. EARLY GALAXY EVOLUTION IN DIFFERENT DARK
MATTER MODELS

We now show how high-z galaxy assembly varies with
the DM particle mass considered, and its impact on ob-
servables including the UV LF, the M/L relation and the
SMD.

3.1. Ultraviolet luminosity functions

The evolving UV LF is the most robust piece of in-
formation available for z >⇠ 7 galaxies, with the obser-
vational estimates for a number of di↵erent groups (e.g.
Oesch et al. 2010; Bouwens et al. 2010, 2011; Castellano
et al. 2010; McLure et al. 2010, 2013; Bowler et al. 2014;
Bradley et al. 2012; Oesch et al. 2013; Bouwens et al.
2014) being in good agreement. The simplest approach
to obtaining a UV LF is to scale the halo mass function
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Fig. 2.— The evolving LBG UV LF at z ' 7� 12 in di↵erent DM models, computed with our fiducial semi-analytical galaxy formation
model. In all panels, lines show the results using the fiducial model that invokes a total of two redshift and mass-independent free
parameters: the star formation e�ciency (f⇤ ⇡ 0.04) and the fraction of SN energy driving winds (f

w

= 0.1). In all panels lines show
theoretical results for CDM (black solid line) and WDM with particle masses of 5 keV (blue short-dashed), 3 keV (red long-dashed) and
1.5 keV (violet dot-dashed); dashed vertical lines show the 10� 104 s integration limits of the JWST. In all panels, points show observational
results (see Fig. 1 for references).

(HMF) at that redshift assuming a fixed halo mass-to-
light ratio. Indeed, Schultz et al. (2014) propose that
the cumulative number density of high-redshift galaxies
could be used to constrain mx. We caution however that
constraints on WDM obtained through such abundance
matching directly rely on the assumed halo mass $ UV
luminosity relation, which Schultz et al. (2014) take to
be independent of the DM model and assume a power-
law extrapolation towards small masses. As we shall see
below, this need not be the case.
Before presenting results from our complete model

which includes feedback, in Fig. 1 we show UV LFs
obtained simply by multiplying the HMFs by a con-
stant mass-to-light ratio. Matching to the observations
requires a halo star formation e�ciency with values
f⇤ = (0.9, 1.3)% for z = (7, 8 � 10); we use f⇤ = 0.013
for all z ' 11 and 12 given the lack of data at these
z. A constant halo mass $ UV luminosity mapping al-
lows us to estimate which halos host observable galaxies:
e.g. galaxies with MUV ' �15 (�20) reside in halos with
Mh ' 108.6�8.8 (1010.8�11.2)M� at z = 7� 12.
From Fig. 1 we can also estimate the viability of dis-

tinguishing between di↵erent DM models. We see that
the WDM LFs with mx = 3 (5) keV are essentially indis-
tinguishable from CDM down to an absolute magnitude
of MUV ' �15 (�14); this is about 0.5 (1.5) magnitudes
fainter than the range of the next generation of instru-
ments such as the JWST. However, the UV LF for WDM
with mx = 1.5 keV starts to “peel-away” from the CDM
UV LF at a value of Mh ' 1010M� at all z = 7 to 12,
and exhibits faint-end slope values shallower than the

TABLE 1

For the redshift shown in column 1, we show the observed

faint-end slope of the UV LF (McLure et al. 2009, 2013) in

column 2. Columns 3 and 4 show the faint-end slope of the

fiducial UV LFs with the 1� � errors for CDM and 1.5 keV
WDM, respectively. The faint-end slopes for the

theoretical UV LF have been computed over the absolute

magnitude range �18  M
UV

 �14.

z ↵
obs

↵CDM ↵1.5 keV

7 �1.90+0.14
�0.15 �1.96± 0.18 �1.85± 0.11

8 �2.02+0.22
�0.23 �2.06± 0.22 �1.93± 0.13

9 � �2.21± 0.32 �2.01± 0.16
10 � �2.31± 0.45 �2.10± 0.18
11 � �2.39± 0.32 �2.22± 0.28
12 � �2.62± 0.53 �2.34± 0.44

value of ↵ ' �2 inferred observationally (e.g. McLure
et al. 2013). In spite of this peel-away, the faint-end
slope values for all the four DM models explored here are
equally compatible with current observations, including
the deepest z ' 7, 8 data obtained from the Hubble Ul-
tra Deep Field 2012 (HUDF12; Ellis et al. 2013; McLure
et al. 2013). With its higher sensitivity 3, the JWST

could potentially constrain the UV LF and hence ↵ to
fainter magnitudes, allowing constraints on mx.
However, the UV LFs are more complex, shaped by

the star-formation histories of each galaxy. While galax-

3 We use the detection limits for
a 10� 104 s observation provided at
http://www.stsci.edu/jwst/instruments/nircam/sensitivity/table.

Scaling Halo mass function Fiducial model

Including baryons (and SF) decreases the difference between CDM 
and 1.5 keV WDM models 
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Fig. 2.— The evolving LBG UV LF at z ' 7� 12 in di↵erent DM models, computed with our fiducial semi-analytical galaxy formation
model. In all panels, lines show the results using the fiducial model that invokes a total of two redshift and mass-independent free
parameters: the star formation e�ciency (f⇤ ⇡ 0.04) and the fraction of SN energy driving winds (f

w

= 0.1). In all panels lines show
theoretical results for CDM (black solid line) and WDM with particle masses of 5 keV (blue short-dashed), 3 keV (red long-dashed) and
1.5 keV (violet dot-dashed); dashed vertical lines show the 10� 104 s integration limits of the JWST. In all panels, points show observational
results (see Fig. 1 for references).

(HMF) at that redshift assuming a fixed halo mass-to-
light ratio. Indeed, Schultz et al. (2014) propose that
the cumulative number density of high-redshift galaxies
could be used to constrain mx. We caution however that
constraints on WDM obtained through such abundance
matching directly rely on the assumed halo mass $ UV
luminosity relation, which Schultz et al. (2014) take to
be independent of the DM model and assume a power-
law extrapolation towards small masses. As we shall see
below, this need not be the case.
Before presenting results from our complete model

which includes feedback, in Fig. 1 we show UV LFs
obtained simply by multiplying the HMFs by a con-
stant mass-to-light ratio. Matching to the observations
requires a halo star formation e�ciency with values
f⇤ = (0.9, 1.3)% for z = (7, 8 � 10); we use f⇤ = 0.013
for all z ' 11 and 12 given the lack of data at these
z. A constant halo mass $ UV luminosity mapping al-
lows us to estimate which halos host observable galaxies:
e.g. galaxies with MUV ' �15 (�20) reside in halos with
Mh ' 108.6�8.8 (1010.8�11.2)M� at z = 7� 12.
From Fig. 1 we can also estimate the viability of dis-

tinguishing between di↵erent DM models. We see that
the WDM LFs with mx = 3 (5) keV are essentially indis-
tinguishable from CDM down to an absolute magnitude
of MUV ' �15 (�14); this is about 0.5 (1.5) magnitudes
fainter than the range of the next generation of instru-
ments such as the JWST. However, the UV LF for WDM
with mx = 1.5 keV starts to “peel-away” from the CDM
UV LF at a value of Mh ' 1010M� at all z = 7 to 12,
and exhibits faint-end slope values shallower than the
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value of ↵ ' �2 inferred observationally (e.g. McLure
et al. 2013). In spite of this peel-away, the faint-end
slope values for all the four DM models explored here are
equally compatible with current observations, including
the deepest z ' 7, 8 data obtained from the Hubble Ul-
tra Deep Field 2012 (HUDF12; Ellis et al. 2013; McLure
et al. 2013). With its higher sensitivity 3, the JWST

could potentially constrain the UV LF and hence ↵ to
fainter magnitudes, allowing constraints on mx.
However, the UV LFs are more complex, shaped by

the star-formation histories of each galaxy. While galax-

3 We use the detection limits for
a 10� 104 s observation provided at
http://www.stsci.edu/jwst/instruments/nircam/sensitivity/table.
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Fig. 2.— The evolving LBG UV LF at z ' 7� 12 in di↵erent DM models, computed with our fiducial semi-analytical galaxy formation
model. In all panels, lines show the results using the fiducial model that invokes a total of two redshift and mass-independent free
parameters: the star formation e�ciency (f⇤ ⇡ 0.04) and the fraction of SN energy driving winds (f

w

= 0.1). In all panels lines show
theoretical results for CDM (black solid line) and WDM with particle masses of 5 keV (blue short-dashed), 3 keV (red long-dashed) and
1.5 keV (violet dot-dashed); dashed vertical lines show the 10� 104 s integration limits of the JWST. In all panels, points show observational
results (see Fig. 1 for references).

(HMF) at that redshift assuming a fixed halo mass-to-
light ratio. Indeed, Schultz et al. (2014) propose that
the cumulative number density of high-redshift galaxies
could be used to constrain mx. We caution however that
constraints on WDM obtained through such abundance
matching directly rely on the assumed halo mass $ UV
luminosity relation, which Schultz et al. (2014) take to
be independent of the DM model and assume a power-
law extrapolation towards small masses. As we shall see
below, this need not be the case.
Before presenting results from our complete model

which includes feedback, in Fig. 1 we show UV LFs
obtained simply by multiplying the HMFs by a con-
stant mass-to-light ratio. Matching to the observations
requires a halo star formation e�ciency with values
f⇤ = (0.9, 1.3)% for z = (7, 8 � 10); we use f⇤ = 0.013
for all z ' 11 and 12 given the lack of data at these
z. A constant halo mass $ UV luminosity mapping al-
lows us to estimate which halos host observable galaxies:
e.g. galaxies with MUV ' �15 (�20) reside in halos with
Mh ' 108.6�8.8 (1010.8�11.2)M� at z = 7� 12.
From Fig. 1 we can also estimate the viability of dis-

tinguishing between di↵erent DM models. We see that
the WDM LFs with mx = 3 (5) keV are essentially indis-
tinguishable from CDM down to an absolute magnitude
of MUV ' �15 (�14); this is about 0.5 (1.5) magnitudes
fainter than the range of the next generation of instru-
ments such as the JWST. However, the UV LF for WDM
with mx = 1.5 keV starts to “peel-away” from the CDM
UV LF at a value of Mh ' 1010M� at all z = 7 to 12,
and exhibits faint-end slope values shallower than the
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value of ↵ ' �2 inferred observationally (e.g. McLure
et al. 2013). In spite of this peel-away, the faint-end
slope values for all the four DM models explored here are
equally compatible with current observations, including
the deepest z ' 7, 8 data obtained from the Hubble Ul-
tra Deep Field 2012 (HUDF12; Ellis et al. 2013; McLure
et al. 2013). With its higher sensitivity 3, the JWST

could potentially constrain the UV LF and hence ↵ to
fainter magnitudes, allowing constraints on mx.
However, the UV LFs are more complex, shaped by

the star-formation histories of each galaxy. While galax-

3 We use the detection limits for
a 10� 104 s observation provided at
http://www.stsci.edu/jwst/instruments/nircam/sensitivity/table.
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Fig. 2.— The evolving LBG UV LF at z ' 7� 12 in di↵erent DM models, computed with our fiducial semi-analytical galaxy formation
model. In all panels, lines show the results using the fiducial model that invokes a total of two redshift and mass-independent free
parameters: the star formation e�ciency (f⇤ ⇡ 0.04) and the fraction of SN energy driving winds (f

w

= 0.1). In all panels lines show
theoretical results for CDM (black solid line) and WDM with particle masses of 5 keV (blue short-dashed), 3 keV (red long-dashed) and
1.5 keV (violet dot-dashed); dashed vertical lines show the 10� 104 s integration limits of the JWST. In all panels, points show observational
results (see Fig. 1 for references).
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light ratio. Indeed, Schultz et al. (2014) propose that
the cumulative number density of high-redshift galaxies
could be used to constrain mx. We caution however that
constraints on WDM obtained through such abundance
matching directly rely on the assumed halo mass $ UV
luminosity relation, which Schultz et al. (2014) take to
be independent of the DM model and assume a power-
law extrapolation towards small masses. As we shall see
below, this need not be the case.
Before presenting results from our complete model

which includes feedback, in Fig. 1 we show UV LFs
obtained simply by multiplying the HMFs by a con-
stant mass-to-light ratio. Matching to the observations
requires a halo star formation e�ciency with values
f⇤ = (0.9, 1.3)% for z = (7, 8 � 10); we use f⇤ = 0.013
for all z ' 11 and 12 given the lack of data at these
z. A constant halo mass $ UV luminosity mapping al-
lows us to estimate which halos host observable galaxies:
e.g. galaxies with MUV ' �15 (�20) reside in halos with
Mh ' 108.6�8.8 (1010.8�11.2)M� at z = 7� 12.
From Fig. 1 we can also estimate the viability of dis-

tinguishing between di↵erent DM models. We see that
the WDM LFs with mx = 3 (5) keV are essentially indis-
tinguishable from CDM down to an absolute magnitude
of MUV ' �15 (�14); this is about 0.5 (1.5) magnitudes
fainter than the range of the next generation of instru-
ments such as the JWST. However, the UV LF for WDM
with mx = 1.5 keV starts to “peel-away” from the CDM
UV LF at a value of Mh ' 1010M� at all z = 7 to 12,
and exhibits faint-end slope values shallower than the
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value of ↵ ' �2 inferred observationally (e.g. McLure
et al. 2013). In spite of this peel-away, the faint-end
slope values for all the four DM models explored here are
equally compatible with current observations, including
the deepest z ' 7, 8 data obtained from the Hubble Ul-
tra Deep Field 2012 (HUDF12; Ellis et al. 2013; McLure
et al. 2013). With its higher sensitivity 3, the JWST

could potentially constrain the UV LF and hence ↵ to
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However, the UV LFs are more complex, shaped by

the star-formation histories of each galaxy. While galax-
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Fig. 2.— The evolving LBG UV LF at z ' 7� 12 in di↵erent DM models, computed with our fiducial semi-analytical galaxy formation
model. In all panels, lines show the results using the fiducial model that invokes a total of two redshift and mass-independent free
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w
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results (see Fig. 1 for references).
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Figure 6. Redshift evolution of the SMD for the four DM models considered in this work: CDM (black line), 5 keV WDM (blue line),
3 keV WDM (red line) and 1.5 keV WDM (violet line). The left and right panels show the SMD from galaxies that have already been
detected, i.e. MUV 6 �18, and galaxies that are expected to be detected using a magnitude limit of MUV 6 �16.5 for the JWST,
respectively. As seen, while the SMD measured by the JWST will be indistinguishable for CDM and WDM with mx = 3 and 5 keV,
our model predicts that these three models will have formed about 3 (10) times more stellar mass per unit volume at z ' 11 (z ' 13)
compared to the 1.5 keV case, providing one of the strongest hints on the nature of DM using high-z galaxies.

be instrumental in di↵erentiating the standard CDM from
WDM models that invoke particles lighter then 2 keV.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The standard ⇤CDM cosmological model has been ex-
tremely successful at explaining the large scale structure of
the Universe. However, it faces a number of problems on
small scales (e.g. the number of satellite galaxies and the
DM halo profiles) that can potentially be solved by invok-
ing warm dark matter (WDM) comprised of low mass ( keV)
particles. Since WDM smears-out power on small scales, it
e↵ects are expected to be felt most strongly on the number
densities and the assembly history of the earliest (low mass)
galaxies that formed in the Universe. Here we explore how
current and upcoming observations of high-z (z >⇠ 7) LBGs
can constrain the mass of WDM particles.

We consider four di↵erent DM scenarios: CDM and
WDM with mx = 1.5, 3 and 5 keV. Building on DM merger
trees, our galaxy formation model includes the key baryonic
processes of star formation, feedback from both supernovae
(SN) explosions and photo-heating from reionization, and
the merger, accretion and ejection driven growth of stellar
and gas mass. Below we summarize our main results.

We find that the observed UV LF (MUV
<⇠ � 17) is

equally well-fit by all four DM models for a maximum star
formation e�ciency of 3.8%, with 10% of SN energy driving
winds (f⇤ = 0.038 and fw = 0.1). However, the 1.5 keV
WDM UV LF starts to peel-away from the other three
(which are identical down to MUV = �12 for z = 7 � 12)
for MUV

>⇠ � 16 at z > 10. It exhibits a shallower faint-
end slope (↵) by about 0.1-0.3 and and shows a drop of
about 0.5 dex in the number density at MUV ' �15,�16
at z = 11 � 12. Given the small di↵erences, even with its
capabilities of constraining the shape of the UV LF down
to MUV ' �16 the JWST will be hard pressed to obtain

constraints on whether mx
>⇠ 2 keV or mx

<⇠ 2 keV, solely
using the UV LF.

The suppression of small scale structure leads to de-
layed and more rapid stellar assembly in the 1.5 keV WDM
scenario (compared to the three other models) which re-
sults in galaxies of a given stellar mass being more UV
luminous, i.e. a lower M/L ratio. While the M/L relation
for CDM (and mx > 3 keV WDM) is well-fit by the func-
tional form logM⇤ = �0.38MUV + 2.4 � 0.1z, the M/L ra-
tion for the 1.5 keV WDM starts diverging from this rela-
tion at MUV = �19 at z ' 7, with a z-evolution in both
the slope and normalisation. The lower M/L ratios in the
1.5 keV scenario partially compensates for the dearth of low
mass halos, as a result of which the UV LFs predicted by our
semi-analytic galaxy evolution model are more similar than
simple estimates based on scaling of the halo mass functions.

Finally we estimate the redshift evolution of the SMDs,
which provide a more direct probe of the mass assem-
bly history (albeit requiring accurate multi-band photom-
etry). Integrating down to a limit of MUV ' �16.5 (corre-
sponding to a conservative JWST threshold), we find that
the 1.5 keV WDM SMDs evolve more rapidly with red-
shift than those predicted by CDM. Specifically, we find
log(SMD) / �0.44(1 + z) for CDM, with a steeper slope
of log(SMD) / �0.63(1+ z) for WDM with mx = 1.5 keV.
Indeed, CDM predicts about 3 (10) times more stellar mass
per unit volume as compared to the 1.5 keV scenario at z '
11 (13) integrating to magnitudes of MUV ' �16.5.

To conclude, we find that the build up of observable
high-z galaxies is similar in CDM as compared to WDM
models with mx > 3 keV. However, structure formation
(and hence the baryonic assembly) is delayed and subse-
quently proceeds notably faster for mx

<⇠ 2 keV than for
CDM. We expect the corresponding rapid redshift evolution
of the SMD to be detectable with the upcoming JWST, pro-
viding a powerful testbed for WDM models.
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Figure 6. Redshift evolution of the SMD for the four DM models considered in this work: CDM (black line), 5 keV WDM (blue line),
3 keV WDM (red line) and 1.5 keV WDM (violet line). The left and right panels show the SMD from galaxies that have already been
detected, i.e. MUV 6 �18, and galaxies that are expected to be detected using a magnitude limit of MUV 6 �16.5 for the JWST,
respectively. As seen, while the SMD measured by the JWST will be indistinguishable for CDM and WDM with mx = 3 and 5 keV,
our model predicts that these three models will have formed about 3 (10) times more stellar mass per unit volume at z ' 11 (z ' 13)
compared to the 1.5 keV case, providing one of the strongest hints on the nature of DM using high-z galaxies.
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semi-analytic galaxy evolution model are more similar than
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Figure 6. Redshift evolution of the SMD for the four DM models considered in this work: CDM (black line), 5 keV WDM (blue line),
3 keV WDM (red line) and 1.5 keV WDM (violet line). The left and right panels show the SMD from galaxies that have already been
detected, i.e. MUV 6 �18, and galaxies that are expected to be detected using a magnitude limit of MUV 6 �16.5 for the JWST,
respectively. As seen, while the SMD measured by the JWST will be indistinguishable for CDM and WDM with mx = 3 and 5 keV,
our model predicts that these three models will have formed about 3 (10) times more stellar mass per unit volume at z ' 11 (z ' 13)
compared to the 1.5 keV case, providing one of the strongest hints on the nature of DM using high-z galaxies.
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Figure 6. Redshift evolution of the SMD for the four DM models considered in this work: CDM (black line), 5 keV WDM (blue line),
3 keV WDM (red line) and 1.5 keV WDM (violet line). The left and right panels show the SMD from galaxies that have already been
detected, i.e. MUV 6 �18, and galaxies that are expected to be detected using a magnitude limit of MUV 6 �16.5 for the JWST,
respectively. As seen, while the SMD measured by the JWST will be indistinguishable for CDM and WDM with mx = 3 and 5 keV,
our model predicts that these three models will have formed about 3 (10) times more stellar mass per unit volume at z ' 11 (z ' 13)
compared to the 1.5 keV case, providing one of the strongest hints on the nature of DM using high-z galaxies.
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Fig. 1.—

Fig. 2.— The CMB electron scattering optical depth (⌧es) as a function of redshift for the 4 DM models considered in this paper, as
marked in each panel. In each panel, the 4 lines show results using four di↵erent values of fesc = 1.0 (dot-dashed line), 0.5 (dashed line),
0.35 (dotted line) and the fiducial z-dependent value marked (solid line); we use the same z-dependence of fesc for both the 3 and 1.5 keV
cases. The z-dependent fesc value has been obtained by simultaneously fitting to ⌧es and ionizing photon emissivity observations. The
horizontal dashed line shows the central value for ⌧es inferred by the latest Planck (2015) with the gray shaded region showing the errors
allowed. The dotted line shows the central value for ⌧es inferred by Planck (2014) with the blue shaded region showing the errors allowed
(?); the dark gray region shows the overlap between the two planck results. As seen, using a z-dependent fesc, even WDM as light as
mx ⇠ 1.5 keV is in agreement with the Planck 2015 optical depth.
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The emerging picture..

• Huge increase in high-z LBG data has led to statistically robust 
evolving UV LF (slope steepens with redshift), mass to light ratios 
(slope of -0.38) and estimates of stellar mass density (currently 
detected LBGs only contain 10% of total). 

• Gastrophysics depends on halo mass - self accretion (mergers) 
build up the gas mass for low mass (high mass) galaxies. 

• Implementing the same baryonic physics, we find CDM and >3 keV 
WDM models to be indistinguishable. But the JWST can be used as a 
“DM-machine” - stellar mass density buildup with time can help 
distinguish lower mass (~1.5 keV) WDM. 


